RESPECT AND CONSIDERATION
Respect and consideration are two words which walks vis-à-vis the other below are
some definitions which can lead us in to understanding the meaning of words
- reconnaisance de la valeur ou du bien fondé(de quelqu’un de quelque chose)
Synonymn :Estime
-manifestation of consideration for value or for superiority of something or somebody
-take in to consederation what life in the society imposses(Human respect)
-empecher de réagir en maintenant à distance ou en intimidant quelqu’un

Further more we are going to elaborate on some related terms which describes the
words respect and consideration for xple; Equality, human rights and droit de la
femme
-

EQUALITY. The principle of equality affirms that all human beings are equal
in rights no matter their sex, their origin , religion, culture, social condition,
health condition, or their level of instructions
For a very long time now the distance between this principle and reality has been
very far apart, and nowadays it is very difficult to fight against inequality and
discrimination which affect some categories of people
- WOMEN S RIGH

In almost all societies women have not profited from equal rights like men for many
centuries now Considered inferior by men, they have struggled to obtain equality of
sex in domains like education, jobs, politics and in the family This struggle initiated
by civilised and literate women has extended in to the interior of the world It is not
over because millions of still have to fight in order to study and work, defend their
places in their families and societies and to participate in political activities
-HUMAN RIGHTS
We design by the term”human right” the assemble of fundamental rights which have
to be guaranteed to all humans without considering their countries of origin, their
race, sex, religion or social origin
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